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Part One in a series of three on nonpro䎹戠ts and diversity:

Just last week a new report
(http://www.urban.org/publications/411977.html) showed that
while 57% of California's population is comprised of people of
color, just 28% of nonpro䎹戠t board members re䎽跰ect that
demographic reality. While not all boards want to diversify their
racial and ethnic composition, many who do are struggling to
clearly de䎹戠ne their reasons for diversi䎹戠cation and are uncertain

as to how to proceed e䏉ᘠectively.

Often the objective is to add people of color to a predominantly white board, but other situations
exist as well, such as adding Latinos to an Asian board, or younger people to a predominantly older
board. Over the last decade or so, the way we think about diversity has been changing. This article --
the 䎹戠rst of three in a series -- provides a fresh and practical focus on board diversity.

One thing we know about working to address demographic diversity: cookie-cutter solutions don't
work, because the situations are so . . . well, diverse. Consider, as just a few examples, the following
situations:

A summer Shakespeare festival board, currently all white, would like to recruit people of color --
especially African Americans -- as a way to increase minority attendance. Although everyone on the
board likes the idea of a more demographically diverse board, several board members are skeptical
that an African American professional would be interested in raising money (which is the primary
activity of this board). But a funder is pressuring them to be more racially diverse. What practical
steps can and should this organization take in expanding their outreach e䏉ᘠorts for board
recruitment?
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A mainstream family service agency adds an AIDS program to its extensive list of services. Until
now, this agency's clients have been mostly white with some Native Americans. But in the new AIDS
program, more than half of the clients are either Native American or gay or both. How might and
should the board use this information to inform its recruitment?

A counseling organization for the hearing impaired requires that 80 percent of board members
be deaf, and that all members be 䎽跰uent in American Sign Language (ASL). It's been hard to 䎹戠nd ASL-
䎽跰uent board members who carry the political clout the board seeks. For example, the local mayor
wants to join the board, but she lacks ASL 䎽跰uency.

A Chinese seniors organization 䎹戠nds itself serving
more and more people who are not Chinese. Some of
the initial non-Chinese clients came because their
spouses were Chinese, but now the agency's reputation
is attracting people from a wide range of racial and
ethnic backgrounds. In fact, a Spanish-speaking
counselor was recently hired to strengthen the work
with Latino families. Some board members want to

bring on Latino and white board members, while other board members 䎹戠nd intrinsic value in the
organization's Chinese identity focus, and worry that the organization's volunteer base and
community base will be diminished if that focus is diluted.

The call for demographic diversity in nonpro䎹戠t organizations grew out of a genuine concern that
many nonpro䎹戠ts serving minority communities had few, if any, sta䏉ᘠ or board members from those
same communities. How, asked community members from communities of color, can you
understand the needs and perspectives of our communities when none of us work for you as
providers and managers or serve as board members? But unfortunately, we know many
organizations that serve low-income communities of color with no board members of color, no
members who have ever been poor, and no members who personally know anyone who is poor.

Looking at the nonpro䎹戠t sector overall, we can also see that there's a role to play for organizations
that are for and embedded in a speci䎹戠c community, such as Russian immigrant organizations,
African American organizations, organizations of mental health patients, or organizations of nurses
advocating for a particular cause.

But achieving board diversity isn't easy. Discussions about diversity are di䏃ᒠcult to engage in. The
topics of race, ethnicity, gender, and sexual orientation evoke deeply felt, complex emotions, and
participants in the discussion frequently have quite di䏉ᘠerent points of view. These discussions,
though they may be di䏃ᒠcult, are an important part of the way a board develops its values and vision,
and provide a unique platform where individuals can develop their own thinking in a deeper and
more nuanced way.



There is no "right" answer on diversity that is appropriate for all organizations. The discussion about
diversity is itself an important process through which a board can consider in what ways diversity
may be important in achieving its mission and engaging with diverse communities.

Four reasons for diversity

Following are some approaches to thinking about diversity on nonpro䎹戠t boards, and sample policies
that can act as a starting point for your own board's discussion:

1. A mission reason: Diversity is a part of the organization's value system and is essential to the
organization's ability to develop and deliver programs that support its mission.

It's hard to imagine an e䏉ᘠective board of a disabilities organization with no members who have
disabilities, an African American community center with no African American board members, or a
theatre board with no members who attend the theatre. Mission reasons are program reasons: they
come out of the program's needs to be responsive to a community's needs.

Sample diversity policy statements based on mission reasons:

"To bring the wisdom and inspiration of Shakespeare to a broad spectrum of our diverse
community, we need strong minority participation on our sta䏉ᘠ, in our casting, among our
volunteers, and on our board."

"To keep our organization in touch with the needs of families and to help hold us accountable to
those served, we will strive to have two or more members of our
board be parents whose children are residents in our treatment
program."

"Rooted in Chinese traditions and culture, our organization
welcomes seniors from all backgrounds, and strives to have a sta䏉ᘠ
and board that re䎽跰ects the diverse senior community that we
serve."

2. A business reason: Diversity is just good business practice. A
phone company doesn't advertise in Spanish or create Latino-
oriented advertising because it's the right thing to do; it does so because it makes business sense if it
wants Spanish-speaking customers. In addition, complaints and attacks by communities of color are
less likely to occur (because of organizational responsiveness) and the organization is more likely to
respond e䏉ᘠectively if there are members of those communities in the organization's leadership.

Sample diversity policy statements based on business reasons:

"To help us develop relevant services and reach the Latino population we want to serve, we are
committed to a sta䏉ᘠ and board that is comprised of 40 percent or more from the Latino/Hispanic
community."



"Because our organization seeks to serve a racially diverse spectrum of low-income families, we
strive for a board composition that is racially and ethnically diverse.

3. The responsible corporation reason: Every for-pro䎹戠t and nonpro䎹戠t organization has
responsibilities beyond its mission to its broader community. For example, all organizations have a
responsibility to be environmentally conscious; of course, large organizations have greater
responsibilities than small ones.

In addition, nonpro䎹戠ts shoulder responsibilities as employers, as trainers of workers, as owners of
facilities, and consumers of products and services. In these roles we also have legal and "good
citizen" responsibilities to prevent discrimination of all kinds, for example, to make services
accessible in line with the Americans with Disabilities Act. These roles only increase the importance
of diversity on boards, bringing the skills of people from many segments of the community into the
leadership work of our organizations.

Sample diversity policy statements based on acting as a responsible corporation, extending beyond
boards:

"We are committed to making our facilities accessible to visitors and employees, to ensuring that
our web site follows designs and practices for accessibility, and to providing sign language
interpretation, large-print materials, and other supports to enable us to serve, hire and recruit as
volunteers from the broadest segment of our community." [While every for-pro䎹戠t and nonpro䎹戠t
corporation is required to be accessible to all by the Americans with Disabilities Act, commitment to
following the letter and spirit of the law still remains a challenge to some and is an important
diversity principle.]

"As responsible employers in a diverse community, we will strive for a sta䏉ᘠ and board
composition that re䎽跰ects the racial and ethnic picture ofA the civilian labor force in our area."

4. A de怀`nitional reason: Ethnic-speci䎹戠c, gender-speci䎹戠c, and other organizations focused on
speci䎹戠c groups should clarify and articulate their policies (whether and how to diversify) as part of
their missions and their strategies for working and engaging with their communities.

Examples of diversity policies based on de䎹戠nitional reasons:

Because our organization is built on the idea of self-help for the deaf community, to keep deaf
people in the leadership of our organization we will conduct our board meetings in ASL, and as a
result, board members must be 䎽跰uent in ASL."

"We expect that the composition of the board of our Arab American historical society will be
predominantly Arab American, but we have no restrictions on race or national origin, and we
recognize that others can play valuable roles in advancing our organization's mission."

"As an Asian organization working for immigrant rights, we will strive to have a board that re䎽跰ects
the ethnic diversity of Asian communities, and to haveA immigrants included as a signi䎹戠cant portion



of the board."
"As a group advocating for the advancement of women in science, we value a board composition

of 100 percent women as a signi䎹戠cant component of our mission."

Drafting a simple diversity statement

Most organizations will 䎹戠nd they do not need
separate mission and business statements for
diversity. But most will 䎹戠nd that one or more of the
above statements can be adapted easily into a
meaningful and directly relevant diversity approach.

Because there are many obstacles to recruiting and
involving board members, it's easy to be hampered by
various diversity pitfalls. For instance, bringing on
someone from a particular community does not mean

that that community now enjoys full representation on the board. Just by having young people on
the board doesn't mean that the organization will automatically do a better job of connecting to
young people. It's too easy to assume that there's an equation between a person's demographic
characteristics and the contributions they can make to discussions about a particular community's
needs.

Another common pitfall is the "one of each" approach. To make sure that a certain constituency's
needs, interests and views are represented on the board -- and subsequently re䎽跰ected in the e䏉ᘠorts
of the organization -- there usually needs to be a critical mass of people included from that
community. Three or four people on a board can start to re䎽跰ect the di䏉ᘠerences of perspective that
exist within any community and will go far beyond a single person's impact in deepening an
organization's engagement in that community.

Summing up

Constituents should have voices on the boards of organizations, not only as bene䎹戠ciaries but as
leaders and as constituents of the organization's wider impact. Rather than seeing the organization
as "us" serving "them," we need to see our organizations as part of a constituency. If we are to have
meaningful impact, our constituents -- clients, customers, audiences, nonpro䎹戠t partners, volunteers
and others -- must take their rightful place at the leadership tables of our organizations.

When did your board last discuss race, economic disparity and community responsibilities? We hope
you'll use this article as a stepping o䏉ᘠ point to addressA the issues in a proactive way, engaging your
board to develop their thinking and planning around board diversity.

Special thanks to Mike Allison, Mary Lester, and Lynora Williams who contributedA important ideas
and language to this article.



    

Photo credit for "We Are Very Open" to katerw for this sign in Harvey Milk's store in San Francisco,
and for the light design to annnna.

See also:

Diversity and the Nonpro䎹戠t Ecosystem (Part 2) (http://䏉ᘠmzcsy.blueavocado.org/content/diversity-
nonpro䎹戠t-ecosystem-part-2-3-part-diversity-series)

The Critical Path and Recruiting for Diversity (Part 3)
(http://䏉ᘠmzcsy.blueavocado.org/content/recruiting-board-diversity-part-3-diversity-series)
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Nov 16, 2009

Damarpan

This article is just about the best that I have seen on board diversity. It clari䎹戠es
the rationale for broadening board representation by putting into words the
concepts that savvy board members and CEO's know, but often cannot express
succinctly to those who need to be persuaded that diversity is a desirable state
of a䏉ᘠairs. I look forward to the remainder of the series.
reply (/comment/reply/469/1650)

Anonymous

Jan, 
I sit on a Board of an LGBT organization that is resistant to diversity, which is
re䎽跰ected in the fact that the majority of the board and sta䏉ᘠ are white business
people. 
Out of 18 board members there are 3 people of color. Out of a sta䏉ᘠ of 9, only 1
considers herself to be a person of color (although there are 2 others who
appear to be white and do not often identify themselves as people of color
unless asked). In addition, there a few board members with nonpro䎹戠t
experience (there are 2 of us), or experience in the speci䎹戠c 䎹戠eld of this
organization, arts (there are 2 of us). What is most di䏃ᒠcult for me as one of the
few people of color is that I also have extensive nonpro䎹戠t and arts experience.
Frequently some Board and sta䏉ᘠ discuss diversity and skills as if they were
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Nov 17, 2009

diametrically opposed, but my own experience contradicts that notion. 
The only thing that could make this article better is to use people of color
instead of the word "minority", especially given that people of color are the
majority in California (as mentioned in the report that was referenced) and on
a global level. That sort of language makes it seem as if the concerns of people
of color are unimportant. 
Unless of course something else is meant by the term "minority", then it would
be better to use the term people of color, which is not only more current but
also comes from progressive people of color communities. 
thanks again for a great piece!
reply (/comment/reply/469/1659)

Nov 25, 2009

Anonymous

I think the term "minority" is used because they are not just
talking about diversi䎹戠cation in terms of "people of color" but
also of age, physical abilities, sexual orientation, ect. They also
discuss diversifying boards that are made up of a particular
races, but not just white. Diversi䎹戠cation has many meanings,
not just issues of race. Organizations can greatly bene䎹戠t by
looking at bringing new members of the community not
commonly re䎽跰ected on their boards, such as very young
members or members of a lower income level. 
Diversi䎹戠cation can be di䏃ᒠcult to discuss when searching for
new members. If all the people that apply for board
membership are white (in our case) then we have go out into
the community to recruit for people of color, but how do you
ask them without sounding like you are just looking for "a
token person of color".
reply (/comment/reply/469/1677)

Anonymous

The decision to diversify is di䏉ᘠerent than recruitment. Once the decision has
been reached to move in this direction, then the approach to making the
decision a reality is equally arduous. The most logical path seems to be to
research online and in person the target community to discover its leaders.
Then arrange a meeting with those leaders and sound them out about the plan
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Nov 17, 2009

and what the organization's next steps should be. Often it seems that when this
formula is followed in some form, success grows naturally. 
Great article!
reply (/comment/reply/469/1660)

Nov 17, 2009

Tessie

I enjoyed reading this article. I am a British Black women and have just
facilitated a session on Board diversity with a speci䎹戠c focus on gender and age.
The organisation is an international one, with trustees drawn from 35 di䏉ᘠerent
countries. The Board was open to exploring the issues and to put in place an
action plan to continue the diversity agenda it had proactively commenced
three years ago. I particularly loved the comments of one of the participants,
'we are diverse, all of us, whether we accept it or not. It is what we do with that
diversity, how we attract it to the board, value it, engage with it, acknowledge
the wealth of diversity and celebrate it in contributing to the success of our
organisation, that makes the di䏉ᘠerence'. 
Tesse 
London, England
reply (/comment/reply/469/1662)

Dec 02, 2009

Anonymous

Best thing I've ever seen on practical steps and philosophical considerations
when building a more diverse board of directors. 
I couldn't resist posting a link to this on my blog, Nonpro䎹戠t Execs on the Edge,
http://cortcom.blogspot.com/2009/11/racial-diversity-in-nonpro䎹戠t-boardr...
(http://cortcom.blogspot.com/2009/11/racial-diversity-in-nonpro䎹戠t-
boardroom.html) when covering this topic. 
Thank you blue avocado!
reply (/comment/reply/469/1691)

May 12, 2011

Anonymous

Love the graphic! Great article, practical (as always, Jan) based on deep wisdom
re: the whole avocado of diversity.
reply (/comment/reply/469/5214)
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